
When I decided to move to Malta to train as a scuba diving instructor, I knew that it was going 
to be an adventure. I had always loved the ocean and had dreamed of being able to share that 
passion with others. So, when I found a training center in Malta that offered a comprehensive 
instructor course, I knew that it was the right choice for me. 
I arrived in Malta in the early summer, and the island was even more beautiful than I had 
imagined. The sun was shining, the water was crystal clear, and the people were warm and 
friendly. I settled into my new home and began my training. 
The instructor course was intense, but I loved every minute of it. I learned about dive theory, 
safety procedures, and teaching techniques. I also had the chance to dive in some of Malta's 
most spectacular dive sites and experience the underwater world in a whole new way. 
After completing my instructor course, I began working with a dive center on the island. It was 
there that I discovered the work of a marine conservation charity that was based in Malta. The 
charity worked to protect the marine environment and raise awareness about the importance 
of conservation. 
I was inspired by their work, and I decided to volunteer my time to help with their efforts. I 
worked on beach clean-ups, organized awareness campaigns, and helped with research 
projects that were aimed at studying the local marine life. 
Working with the charity was one of the most rewarding experiences of my life. It gave me a 
deeper understanding and appreciation for the ocean, and it showed me the impact that small 
actions can have on the environment. 
Living in Malta and training as a scuba diving instructor was an adventure that changed my life. 
It opened up a world of opportunities and introduced me to a community of people who shared 
my passion for the ocean. And volunteering with the marine conservation charity showed me 
that I could make a difference in the world, even if it was just in a small way. 
 


